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Too Weighty to
Get Wrong
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If one were forced to choose the single most important bank
regulation, a logical pick would be the Federal Reserve’s
Regulation W.
This regulation, a backbone of prudential supervision,
was promulgated in April 2003 in order to consolidate
decades of interpretations and rulemaking under Sections
23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act. These sections
establish, for all federally insured depository institutions
(and U.S. branches of foreign institutions), a unique set
of requirements for—and limitations on—transactions between member banks and their nonbank affiliates. (The
inside joke about the regulation is that “W” was picked
because it’s the 23rd letter of the alphabet.)
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While difficult to implement in reality, Reg W is
straightforward in concept. All large banks
exist within a diversified holding company
structure laden with economic incentives to
use bank funds for an array of purposes.

The two main objectives of Sections
23A and 23B are to prevent losses to a
bank arising from transactions between it
and its nonbank affiliates and to preclude
a bank from transferring to those affiliates the subsidy arising from the bank’s
access to the federal deposit insurance
safety net.
Indeed, Congress’s controversial repeal in 1999 of the Glass-Steagall Act’s
prohibition on the affiliation of depository institutions and investment banks
was founded on the belief that Section
23A would provide a sufficient firewall
to preserve banks’ capital and protect the
benefits provided them by the federal
safety net (including lower-cost insured
deposits, access to the payment system,
and discount window borrowing).
While difficult to implement in reality, Reg W is straightforward in concept.
All large banks exist within a diversified
holding company structure laden with
economic incentives to use bank funds
for an array of purposes. Reg W imposes
numerous requirements on a bank that
engages in “covered transactions” with
its nonbank affiliates.1 These requirements—in their most basic form—are
as follows:
• Quantitative Limits. A bank’s covered
transactions with any single affiliate are
limited to no more than 10% of the
bank’s capital and surplus—and with all
affiliates to no more than 20% of such.
(Section 23A also has an attribution
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rule that treats a transaction between
a bank and a third party as a covered
transaction if the proceeds are used for
the benefit of, or are transferred to, an
affiliate.)
Qualitative Limits. A bank generally cannot purchase low-quality assets from an affiliate.
Collateral Requirements. A bank’s
“extensions of credit” to affiliates and
guarantees on their behalf must be appropriately secured by a value of collateral ranging from 100% to 130% of
the initial amount of credit (depending
on the nature of the collateral).
Safe and Sound Terms. All covered
transactions between a bank and its
affiliates must be on terms and conditions that are consistent with safe and
sound banking practices.
Per Section 23B. Transactions between
a bank and its nonbank affiliates must
occur according to arm’s-length terms
and circumstances.

The complexity of Reg W, driven by its
broad application across products, lines of
business, and control functions, is staggering, making compliance with it, along
with its periodic reporting requirements,
enormously difficult.2 Adding to the
regulation’s intricacies are the tightened
requirements that arise out of the DoddFrank Act, enacted in response to the large
number of temporary exceptions from Sections 23A and 23B authorized by the Fed
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during the financial crisis (for example, to
allow banks to provide liquidity to their
affiliates for assets typically funded in the
tri-party repo market and to facilitate the
orderly integration of merged companies).
Dodd-Frank, among other things, expands the fundamental concepts of who is
an “affiliate,” what constitutes a “covered
transaction,” and the scope of collateral
requirements. In addition, it caps the Fed’s
ability to grant exemptions without buy-in
from the FDIC, in an attempt to prevent
the widespread use of Reg W exemptions
for a bank’s recovery and resolution plans.
Although the Fed has not yet issued final
rules to implement Dodd-Frank changes,
firms clearly will require expanded controls to achieve compliance.
Historically, enforcement actions for
Reg W violations have been far less
frequent and financially consequential
than for noncompliance in other arenas,
such as BSA/AML.3 However, given Reg
W’s significance, the repercussions of
the financial crisis, and the sentiment
of Congress and the public toward large
financial institutions, this may well
change, particularly if there is a highprofile violation.
A comprehensive understanding of the
requirements of Reg W is a scholarly pursuit best left to attorneys. In fact, for most
bank staff, attempting to understand all
the intricacies of Reg W would be a counterproductive exercise. Instead, this article
focuses on five key, pragmatic measures
from a compliance perspective that will
help ensure adherence to the regulation.

1

Fully integrate Reg W into the bank
holding company’s enterprisewide compliance program.

Having a standalone Reg W compliance
program siloed from a firm’s enterprisewide compliance program is a mistake.
But integrating Reg W compliance is a
particular challenge for bank holding
companies with complex legal structures that encompass a multitude of
bank and nonbank entities. This task
is even more difficult if there has been
significant growth in the bank holding

which—enhanced automation and
data collection processes are needed.
• It aligns the Reg W compliance program with the basic elements of a firm’s
overall compliance program, such as
monitoring, testing, and training. This
alignment is particularly critical for the
second and third lines of defense—independent compliance and internal
audit—which cannot be expected to
understand how best to focus on Reg
W compliance without an assessment
of where in the organization Reg W
risks are high and where controls must
be checked frequently.
• It conforms Reg W compliance with
enterprise-wide reporting and escalation processes, to ensure accurate
identification, capture, and treatment
of all covered transactions.
• It facilitates the delivery of consistent
and regularly scheduled enterprisewide reporting on Reg W compliance
to management and the board.

company’s capital market activities or if
it has experienced a number of mergers
and acquisitions.
One key is to have Reg W’s inherent
risks and mitigating controls fully taken
into account in the periodic risk assessments performed by the lines of business
for the activities they conduct. This is
typically done through a mapping exercise that identifies all processes that
touch upon Reg W. This mapping does
the following:
• It avoids limiting preventive controls
only to functions that are known to
conduct covered transactions, leaving
the risk that other covered transactions
might go undetected, particularly
subtle ones such as payment of taxes
on behalf of an affiliate.
• It informs managers, who ultimately
own risk management, of all the Reg
W requirements applicable to their
business and the transactions it engages in, as well as the residual risks
that need to be managed and controlled. Managers then have a better
ability to determine whether—and

2

Get the corporate governance right,
to ensure accountability for
Reg W compliance.

Responsibility for coordinating Reg W
compliance is an appropriate responsibility of the independent compliance
department. However, more than most
regulations, Reg W demands accountability from a range of businesses and
corporate functions, including credit risk,
which grants credit approvals for counterparties, including affiliates, and monitors credit exposure; from treasury, which
oversees allocation of the bank’s overall
collateral pool and monitors its levels;
from finance, which sets capital limits,
establishes market term guidance, and
monitors positions; and from the collateral
management team, which monitors and
confirms that the appropriate amount and
type of collateral are posted for individual
covered transactions on an ongoing basis.
To accomplish all of this, clear roles and
responsibilities must be established among
the first, second, and third lines of defense.
As such, getting the right corporate governance structure in place is critical.

A pragmatic approach is to appoint a
Reg W compliance officer accountable
for enterprise-wide compliance. This officer—who would coordinate and manage all efforts related to Reg W adherence
within the holding company, including
risk assessment, testing and monitoring,
reporting, training, and new-product approval—must have sufficient stature in
order to drive and integrate necessary
changes throughout the organization.
The Reg W compliance officer should
in turn report to a Reg W steering committee, composed of various senior business and control function representatives,
which would meet periodically (at least
quarterly) to discuss ongoing Reg W issues and program enhancements. This
will encourage management buy-in and
issue escalation and resolution, policy
approval, and strategic decisions. It also
will facilitate a reporting and communications structure that ensures the board, the
CEO, and all stakeholders are receiving
appropriate and timely information and
meeting regulators’ expectations regarding the regulation.

3

Maintain a complete Reg W
data repository.

Reg W compliance demands the collection of vast amounts of data from a
variety of sources, including disparate
businesses as well as risk and financial
systems. These data in turn need to be
integrated and stored in a way that allows
them to be searched and updated.
For example, a bank holding company
must be easily and continuously able to
track all covered transactions conducted
throughout the organization so that it can
properly value them, classify exempt
transactions, keep track of ownership
levels, identify which entities are affiliates, aggregate individual transactions
across businesses in order to comply with
quantitative limits, and provide precise
collateral management information for
covered transactions.
Thus, an institution needs to maintain
an ongoing and centralized repository of
key Reg W information. This repository is
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A critical component
of a bank’s compliance program is the
independent testing of transactions
and the effectiveness of controls.

vital to identifying triggers for escalation,
flagging potential issues, and reporting
them accordingly. And it’s a prerequisite
for a formal governance process covering transaction, collateral, and pricing
approvals.
The foundation of a Reg W repository is a complete and accurate affiliates
list plus existing and new intercompany
agreements with affiliates. With regard to
the affiliates list, because the definition of
“control” for Reg W affiliates is typically
more inclusive than is normally tracked
by institutions (Reg W requires only 25%
ownership), there needs to be more diligent tracking of all “Reg W affiliates.”
To feed the repository in the most
useful way, corporate compliance departments should work with each relevant
line of business and corporate function
to establish and complete templates that
capture necessary data in a consistent
manner. This allows for reporting on
Reg W risk both on a firm-wide level and
within lines of business—for example,
the extent of the use of exemptions, use
of intercompany agreements, and the
volume of covered transactions.

4

Link data collection
to automated surveillance.

Having levels of automation and data retention that scale to a bank’s Reg W risk
profile, based on considerations such as

affiliate structure and transaction volumes,
is an important part of the equation. But
beyond this, a holding company must
develop a surveillance system that works
in conjunction with them.
Such a system serves to establish controls before a transaction is completed
and provides red flags to ensure Reg W
compliance. Built into the surveillance
process should be a matrix detailing
Reg W triggers and how they are to be
dealt with. For example, a surveillance
system can ask, before a transaction is
approved, whether an affiliate is involved
and then provide the business or control
function user with a process for searching the repository’s affiliate list and the
standards for assessing collateral requirements and market-based terms. This facilitates having not only the required Reg
W analysis, but also the documentation
evidencing it.

5

Apply standard compliance processes.

While Reg W has its own unique compliance demands, the fundamentals of good
compliance practice need to be applied
to the regulation as well. These include
policies and procedures, independent
testing, and training.		
Every bank should have a distinct Reg
W policy to emphasize the importance
of this regulation. That policy must be
supported by procedures—updated on a
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frequent basis as businesses and requirements change—that provide end-to-end
transactional guidance specific to each
affected line of business with the potential for conducting covered transactions. These procedures should detail
all the transaction reviews, validations,
and approvals necessary to follow the
regulation, in a manner that promotes
consistency across the bank.
A critical component of a bank’s compliance program is the independent testing of transactions and the effectiveness
of controls. Examples of controls to be
tested include whether there has been
proper identification of each affiliate
through a master affiliate list; whether
all covered transactions have been tagged
in financial, credit, collateral, or other
transaction systems; correct assignment
of collateral; and pricing execution for
intercompany agreements.
With regard to intercompany agreements, a bank should be particularly sensitive to testing the sufficiency of servicelevel agreements, where contract terms
often are sparse. With regard to pricing,
it is important that independent testing
confirms that banks and branches have
conducted a Section 23B arm’s-length
analysis to ensure they are paying a fair
rate for services.
Periodic training is needed to address
the inevitable lack of adequate institutional knowledge of Reg W requirements
and how they should be applied within
the business and control areas. Again,
despite Reg W’s complexity, all senior
staff and other key personnel should
understand the basics:
• Who is an affiliate?
• What is a covered transaction?
• What are the limitations on covered
transactions?
• Which collateral requirements apply
to a loan made to an affiliate?
• How should covered transactions be
valued?
• What are listed transactions subject to
Section 23B?
Training also needs to be smart; that
is, it must be specific enough so that it’s

relevant to the particular person and
group. Thus, it should include baseline knowledge combined with more
customized teaching to specific lines of
business and control functions, revolving around their particular systems and
procedures. Proper training allows for
enforcing accountability on the part of
staff and encouraging ownership by all
stakeholders. And it helps ensure that Reg
W compliance effectively becomes part
of the institution’s culture.
Conclusion

The combination of complexity and significance, additional forthcoming requirements under Dodd-Frank, high automation and data retention demands, and
enterprise-wide impact gives ample reason
for a bank holding company to promote

management focus on Reg W compliance.
Too often, firms wait until a crisis occurs
to address compliance deficiencies. Getting ahead of the game regarding Reg W
makes particular sense in an environment
of sensitivity to preserving the integrity
of the federal deposit safety net and to
addressing concerns about abuses in the
financial services industry.
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Notes
1. The definitions of a “covered transaction,” “covered affiliate,” and the various exemptions to them
are complex topics that are beyond the scope
of this article.
2. Banks are required to file with the Fed, on a
quarterly basis, form FR Y-8, which collects comprehensive information on transactions subject
to Section 23A.
3. One recent example is the consent order issued
by the OCC in June 2014 after two affiliates of
a Kentucky bank, in violation of Regulation W,
overdrew their accounts on hundreds of occasions over a four-month period in an aggregate
amount exceeding $3 million. See In the Matter
of: Rex Greer, Director, The First National Bank
of Manchester, wherein a director of the bank
was assessed a $10,000 civil money penalty.
There are no published occurrences of the Fed
having ever levied a civil monetary penalty on any
institution for a Reg W violation.
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